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In this paper, a class of linear time invariant systems with state delay is 
considered. A state-space characterization of the conditions for positive realness of 
the time-delay system is provided which extends existing positive real results for 
systems without delay. The developed results are expressed in terms of linear 
matrices or algebraic Riccati inequalities. o 1999 Academic Press 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Time delays arise in connection with system measurements or due to 
physical properties of flow such as hydraulic systems and rolling mills. 
Other sources of delay often occur in the transmission of information 
between different parts of dynamical systems including chemical process- 
ing systems, communication systems, and power systems. Considerable 
research has been done for more than three decades on various aspects of 
dynamical systems with delay factors in the state variables and/or control 
inputs [l, 21. In recent years, output-feedback control schemes have been 
developed for the stabilization of a wide class of time-delay systems; see 
[3-61 and references cited therein. On another front of research, positive 
real theory has played a major role in stability and systems theory [7, 81. 
The primary motivation for designing strict positive real controllers is 
application to positive real plants. When a strict positive real system is 
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connected to a positive real plant in a negative-feedback configuration, the 
closed loop is guaranteed to be stable for arbitrary plant variations as long 
as the plant remains to be positive real. Recently, state-space formulas for 
the controller synthesis have been developed in [9] to guarantee that the 
closed-loop transfer function is extended strictly positive real. 
In this work, we extend the results of [9] by developing conditions for the 
positive realness of a class of linear time-invariant systems with state delay. 
Since internal stability is crucial for such development, we study both 
delay-dependent and delay-independent stability and establish appropriate 
criterion for each. Based on the well-known connection between the 
positive realness and passitivity, conditions for positive realness of systems 
with state delay are established. These conditions are given in terms of 
linear matrix or algebraic Riccati inequalities. 
Notations. In the sequel, we denote by W t ,  W-' and h(W) the trans- 
pose, the inverse, and the eigenvalues of any square matrix W. W > 0 
(W < 0) stands for a positive- (negative-) definite matrix W and 5 T  
represents the open left half of the complex plane. Sometimes the argu- 
ments of a function will be omitted when no confusion can arise. 
2. STABILITY RESULTS 
The class of linear time-invariant state-delay systems under considera- 
tion is represented by 
(2,) : i( t )  = A,x( t )  + B,u( t )  + E,x( t - 7 )  (1) 
( 2 )  y ( t )  = C,x(t) + Dou( t ) ,  
where x E !)in is the state, u E !lip is the input, y E ! l ip  is the output, 7 
is a time delay, and A, E !li"xn, B, E X n X P ,  C, E X P X n ,  Do E ! l i pXp ,  
and E, E !Itnx" are real constant matrices. 
Distinct from system (1) and (2) is the free system 
(2,): i ( t )  = A o x ( t )  + E,x(t - 7 )  (3) 
Y ( t >  = Cox( t> .  (4) 
Since the stability of system (3) and (4) is crucial to the establishment of 
positive realness, we first develop in the sequel two different stability 
criteria: one is delay-independent and the other is delay-dependent. 
Assumption 1. h(A,) E V-. 
We have the following delay-independent stability result concerning the 
system Gf). 
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LEMMA 1. Subject to Assumption 1, the time-delay system (C,) is globally 
asymptotically stable independent of delay if one of the following two equica- 
lent conditions holds : 
(1) There exist matrices 0 < P = Pl E !N'lx'l and 0 < Q = Q' E 
3' ' I  satisfying the linear matrix inequality ( L M I )  
P A 0 + A 1 , P + Q  : ''1 
< 0. (5) ... 
Eh P -Q  
(6) 
I 
( 2 )  There exist matrices 0 < P = Pt E ! I t n x "  and 0 < Q = Qt E 
!It?" " satis-ing the algebraic Riccati inequality ( A H )  
PA, + A',P + PE,Q-'EhP + Q < 0. 
Pro05 
form [l] 
(1) Introduce a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional V(x) of the 
V , ( x )  = x t ( t ) P x ( t )  + 1' x ' ( O > Q x ( O )  do ,  (7) 
t -  r 
where 0 < P = Pt E % n x "  and 0 < Q = Qt E 3"x" are weighting matri- 
ces. By differentiating Vl(x) along the solutions of (3) and arranging terms, 
we get 
l q x )  = [ x ' ( t )  x"t - T ) ] n ,  [ x(2)] 
where 
0, = 
PA, + A',P + Q ; PE, 
... ... 
(9) 
If v , ( x )  < 0 when x # 0 then x ( t )  + 0 as t + a and the time-delay 
system (C,) is globally asymptotically stable-independent of delay. From 
(8) and (9), this stability condition is guaranteed if inequality (5) holds. 
(2) By the Schur complement formula, (6) is equivalent to (5). 
We now focus on a delay-dependent stability result, which requires the 
Assumption 2. 
Note that Assumption 2 corresponds to the stability condition when 
following assumption: 
MA, + E,) E %-. 
T = 0. Hence it is necessary for system (1) to be stable for any T 2 0. 
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( A , + E,) X + X (  A , + E,)' + r * ( F + a )  E, EE, ; r * XAb r *XEE, 
... ... 1 . .  
< 0. 
r*AoX : - ( r * & ) I  0 
r*EoX : 0 - ( r*a ) I  
- - 
LEMMA 2. Consider the time-delay system ( X i , )  satisfying Assumption 2. 
Given a scalar r* > 0,  the system (2,) is globally asymptotically stable for 
any constant time-delay r satisfiing 0 4 r 4 r* if one of the following two 
equicalent conditions holds : 
There exist the matrix 0 < X = X 1  E ) 7 2 ' f x ' f  and scalars E > 0 and 
a > 0 satisfying the LMI: 
(1) 
V z ( x )  = x t ( t ) P x ( t )  + 1' (1' r l [ x ' ( s ) A ~ A o x ( s ) ]  ds 
t - 7  t + 8  
r Z [ x t ( s ) E ~ E o x ( s ) ]  ds d o ,  (12) I + l: T +  8 
where 0 < P = P' E % " X n  and r1 > 0, r2 > 0 are weighting factors. First 
from (3) we have 
0 
~ ( t  - 7 )  = x ( t )  - J i ( t  + 0 )  dO 
- 7  
0 
= x ( t )  - / o A o ( t + O ) d O - J  E , x ( t - T + O ) d O .  (13) 
- 7  - r  
Substituting (13) back into (3) we get 
i ( t )  = [ A ,  + E , ] x ( t )  
A o x ( t + B ) d B + ~ o E o x ( t - r - B ) d B  . (14) 
- 7  I 
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Now by differentiating V,(x) along the solutions of (14) and arranging 
terms, we obtain 
L q x )  = x ' ( t ) [ P ( A ,  + E,) + ( A ,  + E,)'P]x(t) 
- 2x'(t)PE,J0 A,x( t  + 0 )  dO 
- 2x'(t)PE,J0 E,x(t - 7 + 0 )  dB + 7 r , x y t ) A ' , A , x ( t )  
- f7  [ 
-I0 Y Z [ " l ( t  - 7 +  O)E@,x(t - 7 +  q] do.  
-2x'(t)PE,/O A,x(t  + 0 )  dB 
- 7  
- 7  
+ 712x'(t)E;Eox(t) 
Y1 x y t  + O)AkA,x(t  + q] d o  
(15) 
- 7  
Note that 
- 7  
I r , l J_Or[ r i ( t )P~, ,EhPx( t ) ]  d o  
+ , . ,J"[x~(t  + O)At,A,x(t + O ) ]  dO 
+ ,.,J"[xyt - + O)At,A,x(t + O ) ]  do.  ( 16) 
- 
= .Y,lxyt)PE,E;Px(t) 
Similarly 
-2x'(I)PE,J0 E,x(t - 7 + 0 )  dB 
- 7  
I .,.,lxyt)PE,E;Px(t) 
+ r z / 0 7 [  x ' ( t  - 7 + O)EhE,n( t - 7 + O ) ]  do.  (17) 
- 
Hence, it follows from (15) that 
V,(x)  = x l ( t ) [ P ( A ,  + E,) + ( A ,  + E,)'P + .rr,AkA, + 7r,EhE, 
+T~T~PE,E;P + 7 r , L P E 0 E ; P ] ~ ( t ) .  (18) 
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If v2(x) < 0 when x # 0, then x ( t )  + 0 as t + 0~ and the time-delay 
system (2,) is globally asymptotically stable. By defining rl = 8-l  and 
r2 = a- l ,  it follows from (18) for any 7 E [0, T * ]  that the stability condition 
is satisfied if 
P ( A , + E , )  + ( A o + E o ) t P + ~ * ( ~ + a ) P E o E ~ P  
+ 7 * E - 1 ~ ; ~ 0  + 7 * a - 1 ~ ; ~ o  < 0. (19) 
Premultiplying (19) by P- ' ,  postmultiplying the result by P- ' ,  and letting 
X = P-' one can arrange the result into the block form (10) as desired. 
(2) By the Schur complement formula, (11) is equivalent to (10). 
3. POSITIVE REALNESS 
In this section, we review some definitions and technical results on 
positivity for a class of linear systems without delay which will be used later 
in the paper. The class of systems is given by 
( 2,) : i( t )  = A,x(  t )  + B,u( t )  (20) 
(21) y ( t )  = C,x(t) + D , u ( t ) ,  
which are obtained from (1) and (2) by letting E,  = 0. Denote the transfer 
function of (C,) by T,(s): 
T,(s)  = C,(sI - A , ) - ' B ,  + Do (22) 
DEFINITION 3 [8]. (a) The system (2,) is said to be positice real (PR) if 
its transfer function T,(s) is analytic in Re(s) > 0 and satisfies T,(s) + 
T;(s*) 2 0 for Re(s) > 0. 
(b) The system (C,) is strictly positiue real (SPR) if its transfer 
function T,(s) is analytic in Re(s) > 0 and satisfies T, ( jw)  + T, t ( - jw)  > 0 
(c) The system (2,) is said to be extended strictly positiue real (ESPR) 
The dynamical system (20) and (21) is called passice if 
v w  E [O,..). 
if it is SPR and T,(ja) + Ti( -ja) > 0. 
and only if 
DEFINITION 4. 
p ( t ) Y ( t )  > p v u  E L , ,  (23) 
where p is some constant depending on the initial condition of the system. 
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Remark 1. We recall that the minimal realization of a PR function is 
stable in the sense of Lyapunov [6]. In addition, ESPR implies SPR which 
further implies PR. 
Bearing in mind that testing the PR conditions of Definition 
3 should be done for all frequencies, an alternative procedure would be 
desirable to avoid such excessive computational effort. The results of [8] 
have provided a state-space solution to the positive-real control in terms of 
algebraic Riccati inequalities. The objective of this work is to develop a 
positive realness criterion for the time-delay system (1) and (2). Finally it 
should be observed that the transfer function of ( X d ) ,  
Remark 2. 
1 T (  8 )  = C,( sl -Ao  - Eoe- T A )  ~ B, + Do, 
is analytic in Re[s] > 0 in view of the continuity and differentiability of 
eTs. Also T ( s )  is real for real positive s. The foregoing implies that U s )  
possesses the basic ingredients for positive realness. 
We recall that for linear time-invariant systems, positive realness corre- 
sponds to passivity [7]. Extending on this fact, we associate with the system 
(Zd )  the Hamiltonian 
H(x,t) = -V(x) + 2 y ' ( t ) u ( t )  (25) 
which depends on the input signal u(t)  and the output signal y ( t )  with 
V(x) being a Lyapunov functional for the system (1) and ( 2 ) .  
System (1) and ( 2 )  is said to be extended strictly passive 
(ESP) if To@) + Ti( - jm)  > 0 and 
DEFINITION 5. 
In the sequel, we will use the terms ESP and ESPR interchangeably. When 
dealing with the stability independent of delay, we use V(n)  = Vl(x) as 
given by (8). Now the differentiation of Vl(n) along the solutions of (1) and 
( 2 )  with some manipulations yields 
H ( n , t )  = -x'(t)[PA, +A' ,P + Q ] x ( t )  + u ' ( t ) ( D ,  + D b ) u ( t )  
+ ~ ' ( t  - T ) Q x ( ~  - T )  
- x y t  - T ) E @ ( t )  -x" t )PE,x( t  - T )  
+ ~ ' ( t ) ( c ,  - B ; P ) x ( t )  + ~ ' ( t ) ( C i  - PB0)u(t) (27) 
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Q ( P )  = 
In terms of the augmented state vector Z ( t )  = [ x ' ( t )  n'(t - 7) ~ ' ( t ) ] ' ,  we
express H(n ,  t )  as 
- - 
PA, + A ' , P +  Q PE, -(Ch -PBo) 
... ... ... 
. (29) Ei P : -Q  0 
-(co -BAP)  : 0 - ( D o  +Oh) 
- - 
H ( x , t )  = - z y t ) n ( P ) z ( t ) ,  (28) 
- 
P A , + A ; P + Q  PEo - ( C i - P B o )  
... ... ... 
Eh P : -Q  0 
- ( C , - B ; P )  0 - ( D o  +Oh) 
- 
where 
Since V,(x)  > 0 for n f 0 and V(n)  = 0 for n = 0, it follows that as 
t ,  + that system (C,) is extended strictly passive. Thus the following 
theorem is established: 
System (2,) satisfiing Assumption 1 is asymptotically stable 
with ESPR independent of delay if the matrix ( D o  + D i )  > 0 and there exist 
matrices 0 < P = P' E ) 7 Z n x ' l  and 0 < Q = Ql E 81'lXn satisfying the LMI 
THEOREM 1. 
< O  (31) 
or equivalently the matrix ( D o  + 0;) > 0 and there exist matrices 0 < P = 
P' E 81nxn and 0 < Q = Ql E %'lX'l satisfyingtheARI 
PA, + AbP + (Ch - PB,)(D, + Dh)- ' (C,  - BAP) 
+ Q + PE,Q-'EhP < 0 .  (32) 
Remark 3. Inequality (30) includes the effect of the delayed informa- 
tion on the positive realness condition through the matrix E,. By setting 
E,  = 0, system (2,) reduces to system (2,), in which cases (30) and (31) 
correspond to the result of [8]. 
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Remark 4. Alternative forms of inequalities (31) and (32) are given by 
1 AoX+XAl ,+EoWEh : X ( X C h - B , )  ... ... ... 
< 0 (33) 1 X : -w  0 (cox - Bi) : 0 - ( D o + D ; )  
and 
A o X  + XA', + (xc:, - B o ) ( D o  + Db)- l (CoX - Bh) 
+ X W p l X  + EoWEh < 0 (34) 
Next we consider the case of delay-dependent possitivity, for which it 
would be more convenient to introduce the Lyapunov-Krasvoskii 
V( x) = xt( t )  Px( t )  
where 0 < P = P' E 8Iflxn and rl > 0, r2 > 0, r3 > 0 are weighting fac- 
tors. Now from (1) we get 
0 
x ( t  - 7 )  = x ( t )  - 1 i ( t  + 0 )  d0 
- 7  
0 0 
- 7  - 7  
= x ( t )  - 1 A , x ( t  + 0 )  d0 - 1 E,x(t  - T +  0 )  d 0  
0 
- Bou(t  + 0 )  do.  '- 7 
Hence, the state dynamics (1) becomes 
i ( t )  = [ A ,  + E,]x(t) + B,U(t)  
A,x( t  + 0 )  d0 + so E,x(t - 7 + 0 )  d0 
- 7  
The main result is summarized by the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2. System (Xi,) is asymptotically stable with ESPR for any 7 
satishing 0 4 T 4 T* ifthe matrix ( D o  + Di) > 0 and there exist the matrix 
0 < X = X t  E X n x "  and scalars E > 0 ,  a > 0, (T > 0 satis-ing the LMI 
( A o + E o ) X + X ( A o + E o ) '  : T * X E ~  T * X A ~  - (XC; -B , )  0 
f T * ( &  f 01 + a)J!?oJ!?k 
1 . .  1 . .  ... 1 . .  ... 
7*EoX : -(T*Cl)I 0 0 0 
7*A0X : 0 - ( T * € ) I  0 0 
- ( X C , - B h )  : 0 0 - ( D o + D b )  -7*BA 
0 : 0  0 T*Bo - ( T * a ) z  
< O  
or equivalently there exist the matrix 0 < X = X '  E X n x n  and scalars E > 0 ,  
a > 0, v > 0 satisfying the ARI 
( A ,  + E , ) X + X ( A ,  r * X I E p Q k A O  + a p ' E h E o ] X  
+ r * ( E  + a + a)E,Eh 
+(xc; - B ~ > ( D ~  + D; - r * v - l B ~ B o ) p ' ( x c o  - B;)  < o (39) 
and such that ( D o  + Dk - Pap 'Bh B,) > 0. 
terms, we obtain 
Pro05 By differentiating V(x) along the solutions of (36) and arranging 
V(X) = xt( t )  [ P(  A ,  + E,) + ( A ,  + E0) 'P ]  x ( t )  
+ u ' ( t )BhPx( t )  +x" t )PB,u( t )  
- 2xt( t )PE0/ '  A , x ( t  + 0 )  d0 
- 2xl(t)PE0/' E,x(t + 0 )  d0 
- Zxl(t)PE,/' B,u(t + 0 )  d0 + r r , x ' ( t ) A k A , x ( t )  
- 7  
- 7  
-7 
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By considering 
-2x'(t)PE,J0 B,u(t + 0 )  dB 
- 7  
I Tr;'xt( t)PE,EiPx( t) 
+ r3 /07[u ' ( t  - + e)B;B,u( t  + e ) ] x d e  (41) 
and substituting inequalities (16) and (17) into (391, there holds 
v(x) = x ' ( t ) [ P ( A ,  + E,) + ( A ,  + E,)'P + 7r1AkA0 + 7rzEhE0 
+TY;~PE,E;P + Tr;'PEoEiP + TY;~PE,E;P]x(~) 
(42) + u'(t)BAPx(t) +n'(t)PB,u(t) + 7 r 3 u ' ( t ) B ; B O u ( t ) .  
Using (42), the Hamiltonian H ( x ,  t )  of ( 2 5 )  can be written as 
H ( x , t )  = - x ' ( t ) [ P ( A ,  +E, )  + ( A ,  + E o ) t P  + 7 r 1 A ~ A 0  
+TrgEhEO + Tr;'PE,EhP 
+Tr;'PEOEiP + TY;~PE,E;P]x(~) 
- Tr3u ' ( t )B;BOu( t )  + u ' ( t ) ( D ,  - D k ) u ( t )  
+X ' ( t ) [Ch  - PB,]u( t )  + u ' ( t ) [ C ,  - B h P ] x ( t ) .  (43) 
A little algebra puts H ( x ,  t )  in the compact form 
H ( t )  = - Y t ( t ) r I ( P ) Y ( t ) ,  (44) 
18 
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Y ( t )  = [ x ' ( t )  u ' ( t ) ] '  (45) 
< 0 (46) 
(47) 
I S ( P )  ; (G - PBO) ... ... (c, - BhP) : - ( D o  + Dt, - 7T3BhBO) I r I ( P )  = 
S ( P )  = P ( A ,  + E,) + ( A ,  + E,)'P + 7(r1A',A, + Y2EhEO) 
+ + r;' + r,')PE,EhP. 
If r I (P)  < 0, then -V, + 2y'(t)u(t)  > 0 ,  from which it follows that 
Since V(x) > 0 for x # 0 and V(x) = 0 for x = 0, it follows that as t ,  + 
that system (2,) is extended strictly passive. From the Schur complement 
formula, it is easy to know that (46) is equivalent to 
P ( A ,  + E,) + ( A ,  + E,)? + 7(r1A;A0 + YzEiEo)  
+ 7(r ; '  + r;' + r,')PE,E;P 
+(Ch - PBo) (D + D' - 7r3B;BO)-1(C0 - BhP) < 0. (49) 
Setting r ,  = E-', rg  = a- ' ,  and r3 = v-', premultiplying (49) by P- ' ,  
postmultiplying the result by P- ' ,  and letting X = P- ' ,  it can be shown 
that (38) implies (49) for any 0 I 7 I T * .  
In a similar way, but the Schur complement formula, (38) is equivalent 
to (39). 
Remark 4. It is important to note that the result of Theorem 2 reduces 
to Lemma 2 when only the stability of the system is concerned. This can be 
observed by setting B, = 0 and C, = 0 in (38). 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has provided a state-space characterization for the positive 
realness of linear dynamical systems with state-delay. Delay-dependent 
and delay-independent stability criteria have also been developed. The 
obtained results are expressed in terms of linear matrix and algebraic 
Riccati inequalities. 
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